Amnesiascope: A Novel

Amnesiascope is a novel by Steve Erickson. Set in Los Angeles after a cataclysmic earthquake, the novel incorporates
elements of other novels that.At once Erickson's funniest and most intensely confessional novel, Amnesiascope edges
Los Angeles up against the next millennium and into a vortex of fire.Amnesiascope: A Novel [Steve Erickson] on
apothecary-bottles.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Erickson's funniest and most intensely confessional
novel.Amnesiascope has ratings and 28 reviews. Szplug said: Without question the least, the most ephemeral of the
novels by Erickson that I've readwhich m.A postmodern flaneur in a spectral, futuristic L.A., the narrator of Erickson's
foggy, metafictional fifth novel is a former novelist known only as S. Self-absorbed.If Steve Erickson were a rocker and
not the remarkable writer he is, " Amnesiascope," his sixth novel in the last 10 years, would be something of.A review,
and links to other information about and reviews of Amnesiascope by "(T)he novel contains passages far more
emotionally intimate -- and in some.apothecary-bottles.com: Amnesiascope: A Novel: Signed, first edition copy in near
fine condition. Wrapped in archival dust jacket protector. Size: 8vo - over 7?" - 9?".apothecary-bottles.com:
Amnesiascope: A Novel: Signed. Connecting readers with great books since Used books may not include companion
materials, some.Although Amnesiascope is Steve Erickson's fifth novel, it's his first with Quartet, which is also reissuing
his debut, Days Between Stations.A washed-up novelist navigates the dreamscape of a cataclysm-ravaged Los Angeles
In the apocalyptic Los Angeles of Amnesiascope, time.Erickson's funniest and most intensely confessional novel edges
Los Angeles up against the next millennium and into a vortex of fire. The city is a surreal.Amnesiascope: a novel. User
Review - Not Available - Book Verdict. Set in apocalyptic post-earthquake Los Angeles, this new novel from the author
of Arc D 'X.Read Amnesiascope A Novel by Steve Erickson with Rakuten Kobo. A washed- up novelist navigates the
dreamscape of a cataclysm-ravaged Los Angeles In.To read Amnesiascope is to be constantly astonished by Erickson's
powers of invention. If you buy only one novel this autumn, make sure it's this one.".Steve Erickson's Amnesiascope
(Owl Books) and American Nomad (Holt) dramatize the disintegration of the American dream, using a prose style that
is itself.Author: Erickson, Steve Record Label: Henry Holt & Co. Binding: Hardcover. Publication Year: () Number Of
Pages: Book is still New. Gift giving.Rubicon Beach (), Amnesiascope (), and Our Ecstatic Days () all In Amnesiascope,
a novel set in an eroticized and hysteric near-future Los.Amnesiascope," Steve Erickson's latest novel, shares all the
ingredients of his earlier novels: an apocalyptic landscape, bizarre dream.
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